Welcome to Week 8 Term 1.

Due to illness I missed the Autumn Festival Parade but I hear that Ben Venue students looked wonderful. Thank you to the students and also the parents who assisted on Saturday. Sue Dowling, Fiona Clayton and Tabatha Wain were the school organisers and a big thank you goes to all the Ben Venue teachers who were part of the parade.

Thank you the wonderful parents who cooked cupcakes for the fundraiser on Friday. The students made $518 and I froze the extras for a sale tomorrow at recess. This along with the $50 per student that each student leader receives from the P&C each year, makes the cost of this great excursion manageable. The two speakers at this year’s conference will be Bindi Irwin and Mike Baird (NSW Premier).

The Parent Club will be running a Bulb Order Fundraiser at the end of this term/early next term. This fundraiser gives a great return to the school. The more orders we can fill the greater the return. For only 21 orders last time the school made $1 176.50 profit.

Kindergarten students will enjoy their first school Easter Hat Parade on Thursday April 2. Parents are asked to make a hat, bonnet or head adornment so the students can be part of the parade. The parade is for all students in K-2. Parents are invited to be part of this enjoyable activity.

The School Planning Group will meet at 7.00pm on Wednesday Evening in the staff room. The Group will meet until 8.30pm. Thank you to people who volunteered for this group. If you are unable to attend please leave a message with the Front Office.

Please make sure the school has your current home and work details and phone numbers. Often a work number is called when a student is unwell and the employer indicates that the person no longer works at the business/agency etc. Please send a note to the Front Office this week if you think we do not have your current details.

Judy Graham
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Well done Ben Venue! I was impressed by the calming influence you had on the team. The leadership qualities displayed on the day. Last year you were my Year 5 boys and now all of you have taken on a senior role within the team.

I would also like to give a quick mention to Zenden, Jordan, Leo and Bertie and how impressed I was with the way we were able to get the runs without losing any wickets, so well done boys!

In Science students are learning about the forces of pushing and pulling and how these forces relate to everyday life and activities.

Recently students imagined what our Mums might see and say if she arrived home before ‘The Cat in the Hat’ left the house:

Mum came home and saw 23 cats working and Cat A pushing a lawn mower. She saw a pink snow bridge and two cats playing with two bats whacking pink spots. Mum saw the enormous mess and went crazy. Her eyebrows went up and her mouth went up too. She shouted, “Go to your bedroom!” By Regan Ovenden.

In Science students have been conducting experiments about sound and have discovered that sound travels in vibrations. We put cling wrap tightly over a bowl and put grains of sugar on top before banging a spoon against a nearby tray. We wrote about our observations in our Science books:

I saw the sugar grains bounce. I watched Mrs Divall bang the wooden spoon up and down. By Matthew Andrews.

I saw the sugar grains bounce up so high that I could not believe it. I got a shock. By Tiffany Porter.

In Mathematics Year 1 students are becoming more confident and quick to recall their ‘Friends of 10’ combinations and have been writing their own number problems using these facts.

I encourage all Year 1 students to change their Home Readers regularly and would like to thank students for their regular and tidy completion of all Homework tasks.

Mrs Baillie lived in Indonesia and it was wonderful to hear about her experiences in this beautiful country. Thank you Mrs Baillie!! In art and music lessons students have been learning about Balinese arts and crafts and have created some bright batik designs and kite fish. This week students will be continuing to learn to play simple songs on the angklungs and hope to become competent enough on this Indonesian instrument to give a short performance.

In Mathematics lessons student have been learning to use a protractor to construct angles, and have quickly discovered that it take a great deal of care to construct an accurate angle.

Health lessons are focussing on the dangers of smoking and the recent trip to the Life Education Van was both educational and enjoyable. To follow up on this in class students conducted interviews with a partner about the dangers of smoking and recorded these interviews on the iPads.

Karen Watson

BOYS CRICKET

Ben Venue Boys Cricket Team played Armidale City at Jack Vallence Oval last Monday. After winning the toss and sending our opposition into bat Ben Venue were able to bowl Armidale City out for 56. In reply, we were able to get the runs without losing any wickets, so well done boys!

I would also like to give a quick mention to Zenden, Jordan, Leo and Bertie and how impressed I was with the leadership qualities displayed on the day. Last year you were my Year 5 boys and now all of you have taken on a senior role within the team. I was impressed by the calming influence you had on the team.

Well done Ben Venue! Ben McLean

AROUND THE CLASSROOM

2C have been extremely busy this term. In HSIE students have been studying the unit ‘Celebrations’ and have learned many new things about a variety of celebrations that are held in our community and around the world.

In Science students are learning about the forces of pushing and pulling and how these forces relate to everyday life and activities.

Please ensure your child’s belongings are clearly labelled with his/her name and class as this helps us to return lost belongings to the rightful owner.

Richard Cotter

KD/1K This term 1K have been studying a range of Dr Seuss books. Students have been looking at rhyming words and creating wonderful imaginative texts based on what they have read. Students are working hard to edit their own writing and are using adjectives to make their writing more interesting and descriptive.

Recently students imagined what our Mums might see and say if she arrived home before ‘The Cat in the Hat’ left the house:

Mum came home and saw 23 cats working and Cat A pushing a lawn mower. She saw a pink snow bridge and two cats playing with two bats whacking pink spots. Mum saw the enormous mess and went crazy. Her eyebrows went up and her mouth went up too. She shouted, “Go to your bedroom!” By Regan Ovenden.

In Science students have been conducting experiments about sound and have discovered that sound travels in vibrations. We put cling wrap tightly over a bowl and put grains of sugar on top before banging a spoon against a nearby tray. We wrote about our observations in our Science books:

I saw the sugar grains bounce. I watched Mrs Divall bang the wooden spoon up and down. By Matthew Andrews.

I saw the sugar grains bounce up so high that I could not believe it. I got a shock. By Tiffany Porter.

In Mathematics Year 1 students are becoming more confident and quick to recall their ‘Friends of 10’ combinations and have been writing their own number problems using these facts.

I encourage all Year 1 students to change their Home Readers regularly and would like to thank students for their regular and tidy completion of all Homework tasks.

The Kindergarten Dolphins started Reading Groups in Week 6 and are working very hard to improve their reading and comprehension skills. Students are learning initial sounds and numbers 1 to 20 and have begun to solve simple addition problems.

Students have also been busy creating class books which are great fun to read with a friend.

Both Kindergarten and Year 1 are creating some fantastic artwork which I encourage parents to come and see next time you’re visiting the school. Kellie Divall

AROUND THE CLASSROOM

5W students have been learning about Indonesia during their HSIE lessons with a particular focus on Bali. Recently Mrs Baillie came to speak to all Year 5 about Indonesia and showed them some interesting costumes, musical instruments, art works and photos.
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AFL Nab Auskick

Free Pre-Season Come ‘n’ Try Day for 5-12 Years

When: Saturday March 28

Where: Consett Davis Fields Sports UNE

Time: 12:30pm - 1:30pm

For further information: Rachel Thorsen 0400 663 071